THE FIRST STEPS TO AN
ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT
SYSTEM (EMS)

>> Introduction

>> CONSIDERING ISO 14001?

Credibly Green is a cost-

ISO 14001 is an internationally recognised standard for

effective approach to
measuring and improving
credentials in business. This
service has been integrated

Environmental Management suitable for any size of
company. Businesses are increasingly choosing to
illustrate their commitment to the environment, and
to reducing their environmental impacts. Credibly

Green can meet the initial steps in the process of

into a recognised approach

achieving ISO 14001 certification and can reduce

to achieving ISO 14001.

overall costs of achieving certification. The service can
be embedded within an effective environmental

>> Background
Credibly Green provide a
nationwide environmental

management system or used as ‘stand alone’ reports.

>A

stepwise route towards an environmental
management system.

reporting service using
operational data to derive
carbon performance. It is an
efficient service to measure,
improve and champion a
customers environmental
performance.

>> showcasing an environmental commitment >> reduced operational
costs >> strong PR >> market differentiation >> business development

>> STEPWISE APPROACH TO ISO 14001
STEPS TO ISO 14001 CREDIBLY GREEN
Initial Environmental > Credibly Green Report
Review >Determine areas of
Gap Analysis improvement and

environmental policy.
>Regulation and
Stage 1 Audit Compliance

Stage 2 Audit
Externally verified by an

Certification accredited certification
Maintenance

body.

Working with a UKAS accredited certification body, this
system has been integrated into a recognised approach to
achieving ISO 14001, and therefore Credibly Green can
signpost clients to complete the steps of ISO 14001.

>> PRESENTATION OF DATA
Credibly Green reports (£425) quantify
environmental aspects / performance, and
provide information to mitigate the most
significant aspects, a core part of EMS.
> This streamlined approach offers
additional PR benefits, including a free
press release and Credibly Green stamp.
Credibly Green reports can become
embedded into an accredited ISO 14001

>> PERFORMANCE FIGURES

system with ease, as independent evidence
of performance.
> We present all your environmental
impacts as tonnes of carbon dioxide
emissions (CO2).
Credibly Green uses utility and waste data
to derive carbon performance and includes
added features to provide bespoke reports,
tailored to your requirements.

>> GET IN CONTACT
Our team of Chartered Professionals
are available to discuss the virtues of
environmental reporting for businesses
and have the expertise to explore the
savings you could achieve:
Call: 01746 552423
Email: info@crediblygreen.com

www.crediblygreen.com
Unit 2, 55a High Street
Bridgnorth, Shropshire, WV16 4DX
Credibly Green is an initiative of Frith Resource Management, an independent,
ISO 14001 and 9001 certified, environmental consultancy.

